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The 10th Annual Career Expo 2022
At Alfaisal University, the career expo is an enriching experience where exhibitors have a chance not only to showcase their services and
network but also to recruit highly qualified graduates. Students and public attendees benefit from the elite services of the
Alumni & Placement Relations Department.
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Alumni Testimonial
Zeina Alsaleh
HR Supervisor
Alfaisal University

I would like to thank Alfaisal for all the effort done on the MBA
Program. The program was so beneficial in the personal means,
knowledge, and my current professional experience. The concepts
and strategies we learnt have a huge impact and application on
my personal work life. The learnt concepts were both realistic,
professional, and have ground base coordination with work life.
The ALUMNI have a very strong community which is full of constant
communication and ongoing and updated networks. ALUMNI always
recommend us and update us with new strategies and methods
to make use of the attained experience through the MBA program
and knowledge learnt. The gatherings done to keep in touch with
students and the team we used to study together has a huge
advantage in terms of networking and socializing for news and
relations. ALUMNI have a great impact and effect on interactions
between all of us; they always update us with new job opportunities,
new companies in the market, and creating important business
networks desired for improvement of us in social base and further
development of the MBA Program.

Talal Alkhalaf

Naif AlHomoud

Mechanical Engineer

Activity Officer
Alfaisal University

Ma’aden, Saudi Arabian Mining Company
“Aside from being a great home for assertive and ambitious
students, AlFaisal University as a whole and th Alumni &
placement Relations team specifically have helped me in the
aftermath of my academic journey.
I was offered a job opportunity through the APR team to work for
Carrier Saudi Arabia, a multinational airconditioning company.
Despite being short, the time I spent there was priceless and
full of potential. However, I have received a better offer from
Ma’aden Aluminum Company and resigned from Carrier during
my probation period. Leaving Carrier was a very dreadful
decision, because I was learning a lot, experienced standardized
work ethics. This allows me to proudly recommend seeking the
help of the valuable resources of our university, one of which is
the APR Team››

“During my 5 year journey in Alfaisal University as a student,
The Alumni & Placement Relations Department were keen on
providing numerous opportunities to students related to CV
building, Workshops and the ever so
famous Career Expo event! I have attended the Career Expo for 3
consecutive years and it has not only helped me build connections
and expose myself to high prestigious
companies, it gave me a chance to collaborate with their
framework”

11 Tips to get Something Useful out of a Career Expo
Job seekers still use career expos to network, make positive
first impressions, and learn about companies and what it›s like
to work for them.
Meeting and interacting with recruiters face to face is still a
critical part of the job search process. CareerExpos offer job
seekers a unique opportunity to make personal connections
that are impossible when submitting a resume online.

6.

Be prepared to answer questions about yourself. Many
employers open the conversation with «Tell me about
yourself.» Be prepared to state your name, a brief
statement about yourself, and why you›re interested in
the organization you›re talking to.

7.

Listen to everyone around you. If you find yourself
waiting in line to speak with an employer, make
your time count. Listen to other conversations and
implement what you hear from the employer into your
own exchange.

8.

Be enthusiastic. Show your interest with a firm
handshake, good eye contact, a smile, and a good
conversation with the company representative.

9.

Apply online after you meet with a company rep. Use
the knowledge you gained from speaking with the
recruiter at the expo to highlight what›s important from
the organization›s point of view.

Below are 11 tips to help get the most out of a Career Expo:
1.

Devise a plan for the day. Know which employers you
want to connect with ahead of time, and prioritize them.

2.

Dress like you would for an interview. What you wear is
important. Employers notice details.

3.

Research the companies that will be there. Research
the organizations that are expected to attend the expo
beforehand, you may surprise them with your knowledge,
and impress them with the initiative you took to research
the company›s mission and purpose

4.

5.

Don›t ask questions that you can find answers to
online. Never ask any question that can be answered with
a quick Google search. Instead, ask recruiters to elaborate
on information you›ve learned from your research.
Remember that this is a networking opportunity. As a
job seeker, you should collect as many business cards as
possible and make a good first impression. Then, when
it›s time to apply for an open position, you can stand out
by referencing that connection in your cover letter or
introduction email.
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10. Make sure you have that wow factor. Tell the employer
your unique story, career accomplishments, and what
sets you apart from and above all other potential
candidates. This effort is what will get you noticed.
11. Follow up by email. Be prepared to follow up with the
recruiters soon after you meet them. Ask for a business
card, and send thank you emails.

